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OBJECTIVES

● Traditionally, power consumption has been an oft 
overlooked metric in the training and execution of 
neural networks, but the paradigm is beginning to 
shift as large computing systems used in deep 
learning continue to increase in scale. 

● Integer units take up far less physical chip space 
than floating point units, and their power 
consumption is far less as a result. 

● We investigated the use of integers and binary 
fixed-point number implementations in two neural 
networks trained on the MNIST-digits and 
MNIST-fashion datasets to see what effect their 
use might have on accuracy and training time.

● Energy: Integer processing units use up to 60% 
less physical chip space on a CPU than float 
processing units. Since fixed-point numbers can 
be created using integers and bit-wise operations, 
fixed-point unlocks this potential of greater energy 
efficiency.

● Accuracy: Establishing and maintaining 
comparable accuracy while transitioning to using 
fixed-point numbers is vital before this method can 
be implemented at scale.

● Speed: Our fixed-point implementations of neural 
networks should require the same training time, 
allowing for power-saving benefits with next to no 
drawbacks.

FIXED VS FLOATING POINT

● Fixed Point Parameters: Range, Precision
○ Range: Determined by magnitude of 

representation (number of bits before point)
■ Find dynamic range by periodically finding 

maxima and minima of weight matrices in 
floating point model during training

○ Precision: Determined by minimum difference in 
representation (number of bit following point)
■ Find precision by finding accuracy drop of 

fixed point model at varying numbers of bit 
truncation.

TRAINING ON DATASETS

● Floating Point: Consists of sign, exponent, and 
mantissa making it similar to scientific notation
○ Current standard for ML because of large range 

and variable precision
○ ALU intensive for most arithmetic operations

● Fixed Point: Consists of sign and bits with implied 
point fixed between some two predifined bits.
○ Limited range, constant precision
○ ALU nonintensive, uses modified integer math

● Generated Fixed Point matrix mathematics library 
of helpers for training,/prediction 

MNIST Digits
● Handwritten digits 0-9
● 28x28 grayscale image
● Easy to incorporate & train
● Highly Implemented with near 

perfect accuracy

MNIST Fashion
● Articles of clothing Ex. 

Sneakers, shirts, dresses, etc.
● 28x28 grayscale image
● Easy to incorporate & difficult to 

train
● More applicable for CV tasks

● Final Fixed Point Representation: Sign bit, 15 bits 
preceding point, 48 following
○ Range: About -216 to +216

○ Precision: About 2-48

● Model: Same model used for both MNIST-digits and 
MNIST-fashion
○ 3 Layers: Input - 784 nodes (1 per pixel), Hidden 

- 100 nodes, Output - 10 nodes
● Accuracy in Models: Accuracy was collected after 

6 epochs of training over the the training set
○ Final Accuracy for MNIST-digits in fixed point 

model is 97.72%, a 0% reduction in accuracy 
compared to the floating point model

○ Final Accuracy fo MNIST-fashion in fixed 
point model is 80.00 %, a 3% reduction in 
accuracy compared to the floating point model 
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